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Abstract
In the last decade, e-learning has been introduced to a
variety of blended learning scenarios, such as life-long
learning, University lectures, and game-based learning. In
all these scenarios the learner’s situation or context is an
essential asset in designing the learning process. Recent
research suggests aiding the design process through the
use of visual modeling approaches. Pervasive computing
environments particularly call for extending these approaches in terms of enhanced context-awareness. This
paper addresses these needs by introducing a UML-based
modeling extension for explicitly including relationships
between context and learning activities in the learning
design models. The feasibility and applicability of our
approach is demonstrated by a laboratory lecture case
study, and respectively by a context-aware learning prototype that was developed using RFID technology for sensing of nearby persons and physical resources.

1. Introduction and Related Work
Visual modeling of real-world concepts is one of the
primary means of reducing the complexity and cognitive
load during the design stage of a system. As teaching and
learning environments generally are ill-defined social systems [20], designing an e-learning course environment is a
particularly complex process. Learning processes naturally
take place in some kind of environmental context, which
becomes more and more augmented with computing (pervasive and ubiquitous computing paradigm).
Recently, several approaches, like the well-known
Educational Modeling Language (EML) [14], and others
[2, 4, 13, 16] have emerged that aim at supporting this
process by providing visual notations and formalisms that
allow designers to create visual models of their course
design. The main advantage of these visuals lies in reducing the complexity of e-learning scenario design, and in
creating a medium for communication and documentation.
Few visual e-learning modeling languages use a standardized notation. One of them is the Person-Centered eLearning (PCeL) pattern approach [7], which has been co-

developed at the University of Vienna by one of the authors. It employs the Unified Modeling Language (UML)
[21] for creating visual representations of course activity
sequences, learning activity patterns based on the didactic
principles of Person-Centered e-Learning [18], as well as
structural relationships among different patterns and involved entities (e.g., persons, roles, documents, etc.). By
adapting the pattern approach [1, 8], it facilitates the generation and implementation of flexible, modular, and reusable e-learning units, such as e-content publishing, online
exchange and communication among students and teaching staff, self- and peer-evaluation of contributions, or
online learning contracts [17]. In this paper, we use the
PCeL approach to close the gap between the learning
process model and the software model of context-aware elearning applications.
None of the existing learning design modeling approaches – to the authors’ knowledge – includes the
learner’s context in its visual models. However, integration of context is important because the learning environment implicitly influences the design of lectures and other
learning processes, like for example, the provisioning of
collaborative campus services [23] require a networked
(often wireless) infrastructure, mobile devices, and public
displays as provided by walls, beamers, or terminals. Even
when designing a laboratory lecture, the resources necessary to solve the different learning units have to be considered. Additionally, being aware of the learner context supports situated selection and adaptation of learning units
[24] and appropriate learning material and devices.
This paper proposes an innovative approach to include
context information into the modeling of learning tasks at
an early stage. Therefore, the paper adopts the PCeL modeling approach to define a generic learner context structure
and to explicitly include this context information in the
UML learning activity models in three different ways. As
a consequence, the modeled learning units and thus, the elearning applications derived and implemented can become context-aware in an almost natural way.
The paper is structured as follows: First, the concept is
detailed containing a discussion of the PCeL approach, the
context model used for e-learning, and the UML adaptations needed to model relationships between the context
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and the learning task. In section 3, a prototypical implementation shows the feasibility of our approach. Section 4
applies the approach to an example lecture and section 5
concludes the work.

2. Concept
2.1. Modeling Learning Patterns
The Person-Centered e-Learning (PCeL) patterns project [6, 7] introduced the use of the UML to model elearning scenarios. The primary intent of the project is to
provide generic scenarios (patterns) that are mined from
previously successful e-learning courses, and to make
them available for reuse outside their original context.
PCeL pattern mining follows an inductive approach (cf.
[3]): From UML activity diagrams of learning scenarios of
several e-learning courses, frequently recurring
(sub)scenarios are captured, modeled, and verbally described for documentation and dissemination. This inductive process is done manually by both researchers and
practitioners. The central modeling aspect in the project is
the capturing of learning activity sequences using standard
UML activity diagrams: The primary elements are action
states, which are used to model relevant activities related
to the teaching/learning process in a course or pedagogy.
The remaining model elements are mainly allocated to
control the activity flow, i.e., decisions and either sequential or concurrent transitions.
The following subsection introduces a method of including context information in these course activity diagrams as a novel, useful extension to PCeL modeling.

2.2. Including Learning Context Information
The term learning context is used to describe the current situation of a person related to a learning activity. In
addition to attributes relying on the physical world model
(world context), like time and a 3D location, a variety of
attributes implicitly or explicitly described by ontologies
might be added to the context. When using an appropriate
meta-modeling technique, like for example XML [25], the
current situation might be compared with the requirements
of any specific learning activity, which has been discussed, for example in [10].
Figure 1 presents the top level of an example hierarchical schema for a learning context. On the top level of the
hierarchy, the categories world context, physical context,
digital context, device context, and learner information
context are identified.
The convergence of the physical and digital worlds establishes a smart environment [15] in which the physical
context describes the learning resources (e.g., in terms of
identification, category, name, and capabilities) and a list
of persons (e.g., in terms of identification, name, and role).

The digital context describes the digital learning resources
currently available, like e-books, e-papers, simulators, and
Web-based learning services. These attributes may change
in case a learner connects to, or disconnects from, the
Internet. Here, for example, IEEE LOM [11] can be used
for modeling these parts of the context as learning objects.
The device context describes the hardware, the software, and the network connectivity of the e-learning device the learner is using. Some of these attributes are
rather stable, while, for example, the network connectivity
changes over time.
The learner information context describes the learner
attributes. Personal information exhibits attributes like
name, expertise, or interests. Task specific information
includes attributes like progress or team membership. The
attributes selected are an example sub-set of the attributes
of the learner information general categories presented by
the IMS Learner Information Profile [12], pp. 8–9.

Figure 1. Top-level learning context description.

2.3. Context Modeling
The modeling approach presented in this paper aims at
explicitly including the learning context in the learning
activity models (LAM). Each concrete context object used
in the LAM must represent an instance of some context
class defined in the context structure model (CSM).
2.3.1. Context Structure Model (CSM)
As learner contexts are variant concepts that do not
share a common closed structure across different application scenarios in different organizational settings, the
structure of a context needs to be split up into:
(i) Universally applicable attributes. These include for
example date/time and location.
(ii) Application-specific attributes. These have to be defined as by requirement of the modeler’s application
domain, e.g. attended lectures, learning progress, etc.
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Figure 2. Context structure model.
The CSM defines a number of generic context classes
(see Figure 2), which only include universally applicable
attributes and which serve as base classes for applicationspecific context structures. Thereby, the modeler has to
derive one or more custom context classes from the base
structure, thus extending it to include required applicationspecific context classes and attributes. These custom context classes subsequently serve as templates for objects
(i.e. context instances) modeled in the LAM. Figure 2
shows the base CSM above the dotted separator line, including a taxonomic, overlapping decomposition of Context into physical (resource, device, personal) and digital
(resource, personal) context structures. The applicationspecific context class (i.e., LearnerApplicationContext
below the dotted line), which serves as the context template for the example course LAM depicted in Figure 10,
is derived from the base model’s PersonalContext class.
2.3.2. Learning Activity Model (LAM)
Contextual knowledge is included in the LAM by annotating the learning activities with context objects. There
are different options for considering context in learning
design, namely from the process, the organizational, or the
learner’s point of view [19]. In our approach, the LAM
shows primarily the learner’s view on course activities.
Nevertheless, the overall process (e.g., including the instructor’s activities) needs to be co-considered to allow for
constructing a complete, integrated course model.
In real environments context is always implicitly, concurrently present, which raises some problems in modeling a concrete instance of relevant context [22]. In the
LAM, therefore, only relevant context changes as well as
the influence of a context object on the “learnflow” (and

vice versa) are modeled. At an abstract modeling level,
three cases are differentiated:
(1) Activity updates context. For example, passing an
exam updates the learner’s context in a way that extends
the learner’s prior knowledge in the subject area. In such a
case (generically depicted in Figure 3) a dependency relationship is drawn from the learning activity (action state)
to the context object, optionally with the context update
reason denoted as the dependency name.
Some activity

c.attribute = newValue

c : Context

Figure 3. Activity updates context.
(2) Context alters activity. An activity is conducted
with minor variations depending on some context’s attributes. For example, the learner’s current digital context
may suggest the usage of an online learning object rather
than a book on some topic. In such a case (Figure 4) a
dependency relationship is drawn from the context object
to the respective learning activity, optionally with a short
statement about the particular influence on the learning
activity depicted as the dependency name; or any constraining effect on the learning activity written in proper
UML constraint form (i.e., expression enclosed in curly
brackets).
Some activity

: Context

Figure 4. Context alters activity.
Note that an immediate combination of cases (1) and
(2) resembles “context flow”. In this case (Figure 5), a
context update is a direct consequence of a learning activity, and that updated context object directly affects the
subsequent activity. This relationship mirrors the semantics of “object flow”, which is defined in the UML specification [21] as substitute for a simple transition.
Activity A

: Context

Activity B

Figure 5. Context flow.
(3) Context as guard. The learner context guards the
firing of one or more transitions between nodes in the activity diagram. In this case, the guard condition on the
respective transition refers to some context object’s attribute(s) using standard UML transition syntax (i.e., condition in squared brackets). Figure 6 shows a case where a
context object acts as the decisive element for multiple
possible control flows after a decision node.
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c : Context

Activity A
[ c.attribute = value1 ]

Activity B

[ else ]

havior during learning activity 1 in terms of timeliness,
frequency of collaboration, learning resource usage, and
success.

Activity C

Figure 6. Context as guard.

3. Context-Aware Learning Demonstrator
Based on the learning activity model extensions presented in the previous Section, we now demonstrate how
the relations between activities and learning context can be
implemented. The prototype implementation assumes an
indoor learning situation. In detail, WLAN support, laboratory equipment, books, persons attached with Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) [26] tags, and RFID reader
gates placed at room entries are assumed. The learning
devices are tablet PCs, each attached with an RFID reader.
On the client side, which is used by the learners, the
prototype focuses on visualization. The complete learning
task is visualized (as UML activity diagram) and the learning progress is shown by means of Chernoff Faces [5]
(here, defined face parts are used to visualize the multivariate data describing the learning progress in terms of
success, timeliness, resource usage, and frequency of collaboration). The progress is determined by tracking of the
learner’s interactions. Physical resources and persons are
visualized on a map depending on their sensed location
and are augmented by additional information.
Depending on the current learning activity, the learner
is supported by a description of the learning activity and
its goal, by recommendation of learning resources (digital
and physical), by recommendation of persons of interest
for collaboration, and by an assessment facility. Additionally, the prototype supports chatting and messaging.
The current implementation of the prototype is based
on Java, Java RMI, a JChernoff Face implementation [9],
and MySQL. Learning clients can connect to a central
server in a client/server communication style. Location
and proximity sensing is based on RFID technology.

Figure 7. Activity updates context: cut-out.

3.2. Context Alters Activity
Depending on the current context, some activities
might be altered slightly. The prototype implements this
relationship by changing the activity-based recommendation of physical learning resources or persons (for collaboration) depending on location information. Implementations of this case will mostly employ the publish-subscribe
pattern, i.e., a learning activity subscribes to a context object, which in turn publishes alterations to the learning
activity.

3.1. Activity Updates Context
The prototype implements this relation between activity
and context when an activity is completed, that is, when
the student solves the last sub-activity (for example, a
test). This event causes an update of the learner’s information context in terms of progress. The implementation of
this case relies on updating of context object attributes. As
a general requirement for implementation, each context
object needs to expose appropriate methods for updating.
Figure 7 shows a cut-out of an example learning task,
where learning activity 1 has just been completed. The
cut-out of the Chernoff Face visualizes the learner’s be-

Figure 8. Context alters activity: cut-out.
Figure 8 shows persons involved in a collaborative activity (learning activity 1). The activity recommends collaboration partners by drawing red boxes around their avatars
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and by invoking additional collaboration support. When
the person Karin enters the laboratory, the context-aware
learning client is notified and the avatar is placed onto the
map. Since Karin is a recommended collaboration partner
for learning activity 1, the activity changes its location
based person view by drawing a red box around her avatar
and by including her into the collaborative learning activity. The same principle applies to physical resources, as
well as to digital resources depending whether connectivity allows or restricts access.

learning approach. Teams consisting of up to five students
work on different, complex problems and applications.
Figure 10 shows an UML activity diagram for the highest
level (that is, the least detailed level) of the lecture from
the learner’s perspective.

3.3. Context as Guard
Using ‘context as guard’ to choose from different learning activities is a more coarse-grained option to alter a
learning task. Depending on the context, the selection of
alternative learning activities is provided. (Note that the
same notation is used for cases where the learners may
take the decision manually.) Regarding implementation,
context objects simply need to expose context information
retrieval methods, which will be invoked by the control
flow thread.

Figure 10. The laboratory lecture use case.

Figure 9. Context as guard: cut-out.
In our prototypical setting (Figure 9), the location is
used as selection criteria. A learner might enter a seminar
room where an introductory lecture is given (resulting in
selection of learning activity 1), or she stays at the computer laboratory preferring self-study and non-structured
collaborations with other persons around (learning activity
2). Learning activity 1 and 2 differ in the services provided, assessment strategy, and resources needed.

4. Case Study: Laboratory Lecture
In this section, our approach is applied to a University
laboratory lecture in the computer science curriculum
which was held at the University of Vienna in summer
term 2004. The lecture is based on the problem-based

After the first introductory lecture which includes a
formation of the teams, each team starts to acquire knowledge about the problem field (and thus, they have to work
based on different learning activities). After these alternative activities have been passed, all teams work on the
concept. Here, the student’s learning information context
is altered in terms of progress. Thus, the relation activity
alters context is used (note that the student’s progress is
altered every time an activity is completed – for simplicity
reasons we show this only for one example activity).
After that, students elaborate their prototype specification. A few activities are spent on discussion which can be
done at home (where an Internet connection is assumed)
via chat and messaging or at the laboratory (which means
face-to-face). Here, the concept context as guard is applied. During the implementation phase, the students work
on their applications using different hardware and software resources at the laboratory. The activities are slightly
altered by the persons and resources nearby, thus, the context alters activity extension is used. At the very end of the
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course, students present and defend their work in a presentation meeting.
The application of this course is implemented by modular software components, which are derived from the
course’s learning activity model. Consequently, contextawareness is integrated into the entire development and
application process.

[8]

[9]

[10]

5. Conclusion
We have presented a method of extending UML learning activity models with learning context information. A
whole context-aware course or learning task and its underlying e-learning support modules can easily be modeled
using the three proposed UML extensions. Our approach
includes a generic context structure model that can be tailored to specific domains and educational environments by
deriving custom context structures. Furthermore, we have
presented how the relationship between context and the
learning activity can be modeled. The use of the UML as a
standardized formalism additionally furthers exchange,
implementation support, and interoperability.
The applicability of our proposal has been demonstrated by a learning application prototype that utilizes the
proposed modeling extensions to visualize and to provide
proximity-based context-awareness to personal and physical resources based on RFID technology. Finally, we have
shown the usability of the approach by providing a context-aware learning activity model of an advanced University laboratory lecture.
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